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Abstract 

The conditional mutations in D. melanogaster are produced by gam-
ma-irradiation, maintained in laboratory cultures, and inherited as gene mu-
tations. However, their manifestation differs from the conventional mutations 
by several specific features. The most noticeable specific feature is their condi-
tional nature, i.e., a conditional mutation manifests itself in the individuals of 
a certain genotype being silent in the individuals with another genotype. A 
particular procedure for mutation recovery determines what these genotypes 
will be. An overwhelming number of mutations are conditional dominant le-
thals. The viable mutation carriers display a drastically decreased fertility. 
Early zygotic lethality is inherited according to parental type (maternal or pa-
ternal). The carriers of conditional mutations give the offspring with a high 
rate of monstrosities. The possibility for the offspring to form monstrosities is 
inherited according to a parental (maternal or paternal) type. The level of fer-
tility of conditional mutants is altered by chromosomal rearrangements. The 
chromosomal rearrangements themselves cause a decrease in fertility. Lethal-
ity of the progenies produced by the parents carrying rearrangements is inhe-
rited according to a parental (maternal or paternal) type. The results allow for 
a set of logical arguments in favor of that 1) the genome has a specialized sys-
tem of genes (ontogenes) that control the course of individual development; 
2) unlike a classical gene, acting according to the scheme DNA  RNA  
protein, the ontogene implements the regulation according to the scheme 
DNA  RNA; and 3) the course of individual development is programmed 
by double-strand RNAs produced by ontogenes in germline cells. 
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1. Introduction 

A living organism appears owing to 1) the processes of protein, fat, and carbo-
hydrate chemical syntheses; 2) the regulatory system that controls and provides 
these synthetic processes in due time and due place; and 3) self-organization of 
the synthesized chemical molecules and structures. As for the synthesis itself, it 
is known that this process is under the terms of reference of genetic system being 
controlled by genes. The way from DNA sequence to the molecule of a structural 
protein or an enzyme protein is known in every detail. However, genetic aspects 
of the regulatory processes and self-organization are less clear. 

It has been stated at different times and with different degrees of determina-
tion that the genes that control the synthesis cannot, exclusively on their own, 
provide 1) the course of morphogenesis [1] [2] [3], 2) biological similarity of the 
organisms within a species [4], and 3) a systems-based nature characteristic of 
any living organism [5] [6]. In other words, the genes postulated by classical ge-
netics control the living organism only in part rather than completely. The pro-
ponents of epigenetics share this point of view. They regard the control of regu-
lation and self-organization as belonging to a specialized area referred to as epi-
genetics rather than to genetics. The distinction of epigenetics from genetics is 
the independence of epigenetic events from the DNA code [7] [8]. The latest re-
search in the field of theoretical biology also suggests that the biological synthe-
sis and the control of biological syntheses (regulation) solve different problems 
in the overall process of energy materialization [9]. The above considerations 
suggest that the current genetics still lacks the complete list of genetic elements 
that provide the existence of a living organism. 

In the year of 2000, the mutations referred to as conditional mutations were 
obtained in drosophila [10] [11]. Unlike the conventional mutations, which ma-
nifest in any individual of a given species1, manifestation of a conditional muta-
tion depends on the genotype, manifesting in the individuals of one genotype 
and remaining silent in another genotype. A particular procedure for mutation 
recovery determines what these genotypes are [4] [12]. 

Characteristic of the conditional mutations is a set of unusual earlier un-
known properties. As a rule, these mutations (l) are lethal, (3) are dominant, (3) 
transfer the genome from a stable to an unstable state, (4) display a parental ef-
fect, and (5) elevate the basal metabolism [6]. A high rate of monstrosities 
(morphoses) and modifications in the offspring is a hallmark for the presence of 
a conditional mutation in an individual [13] [14]. 

The defects in individual development (morphoses and modifications) 
emerging in the offspring of mutants have suggested that these mutations denote 
the earlier unknown class of genes involved in the control of development. These 
genes were named ontogenes [4] [15] [16] [17]. Morphoses and modifications 
are definitely epigenetic phenomena; however, this phenomenology originated 
from mutations in genes—yet not in the classical “Mendelian” genes responsible 

 

 

1We mean the mutations manifesting under heterozygous and homozygous conditions. 
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for syntheses of individual proteins but rather in the genes destined for driving 
the overall course of individual development [6] [18]. 

Several other important properties of conditional mutations have been no-
ticed. These mutations interact with chromosomal rearrangements (inversions 
and translocations) [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and decrease the fertility of their car-
riers [10]. The review [6] comprehensively describes the methods used for re-
covery, maintenance in culture, and properties of the conditional mutations and 
infers that the recovered conditional mutations meet the a priori expectations 
that these mutations are regulatory and are responsible for formation of the in-
traspecific similarity characters. Conditional mutations demonstrate a novel type 
of gene interaction when the interacting genes reside in parents, whereas the in-
teraction event takes place in their progenies lacking these genes [24] [25]. 

The discovered properties of conditional mutations allow us to move on, from 
manifestation of mutations to the specificities of mutated genes and their role in 
ontogenesis. The goal of this work is to suggest a logically strict transition from 
the phenomenology of conditional mutations to the concept of ontogene, the 
specialized genetic unit responsible for regulation. We consider the parts of 
phenomenology of conditional mutations that allow for this transition, namely, 
1) the effect of chromosomal rearrangements on the manifestation of condition-
al mutations; 2) the phenomenon of decreased fertility in carriers of conditional 
mutations; 3) a paternal form of the parental effect of conditional mutations; as 
well as 4) some properties of the chromosomal rearrangements that unite them 
with the conditional mutations. 

2. Materials and Methods 

The work has been performed with Drosophila melanogaster. The collection of 
conditional mutations was obtained earlier [10]. The conditional mutations in 
the X chromosome as well as chromosomes 2 and 3 [18] were used in experi-
ments. Initially, the effects of chromosomal rearrangements on manifestation of 
conditional mutations were studied followed by studying the fertility of condi-
tional mutants. Once the effect of chromosomal rearrangements on manifesta-
tion of conditional mutations was demonstrated, the genetic manifestations of 
themselves rearrangements were studied. 

2.1. The Effects of Chromosomal Rearrangements on the  
Manifestation of Conditional Mutations 

First, the mutations in the X chromosome were studied as conditional muta-
tions. A “conditional” character of a mutation consisted in that it did not change 
the male phenotype and viability but acted as a dominant lethal in yellow/+ fe-
male [10]. The mutations were maintained in the stocks containing: 1) 
+/In(1)Muller-5, B wa females; 2) In(1)Muller-5, B wa/In(1)Muller-5, B wa fe-
males; 3) In(1)Muller-5, B wa males; and 4) (+) males. The (+) X chromosome 
carried the conditional mutation. 
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2.1.1. Chromosomal Rearrangements in the X Chromosome 
The effect of a rearrangement can be regarded either as the effect of rearrange-
ment itself as a permutation of chromosome blocks or as the effect of a set of al-
leles in the rearranged chromosome. In order to exclude the latter variant, the 
rearrangements were generated in the yellow control strain. This strain had ear-
lier served for detection of conditional mutations in the X chromosome. 

Male yellow flies were exposed to gamma-radiation and crossed with the y ec 
ct cv v f females carrying a set of mutations in the X chromosome. The hetero-
zygous daughters were individually tested with yellow males to detect the cases 
when crossing over between the marker X chromosome and irradiated yellow 
chromosome was absent. The yellow sons were co-cultivated with the females 
carrying linked X chromosomes to determine the presence of a rearrangement in 
polytene chromosome preparations. The following rearrangements were ob-
tained in the X chromosome of yellow strain: 1) inversion In(1)5 = In(1)6F-7AB; 
19E-F; 2) inversion In(1)23 = In(1)4D-6AC; translocation T(1;2)12 = T(1;2)4F; 
98D; and translocation T(1;2)19 = T(1;2)2B-C; 59C. For the experiment, the fe-
male heterozygotes carrying half autosomal set of yellow strain, normal X chro-
mosome, and rearranged X chromosome from yellow strain were produced. The 
females of the above listed five strains (four strains with rearrangements and 
one control strain) were crossed with mutant (+) males of ten strains (nos. 
1-36). 

2.1.2. Chromosomal Rearrangements in Chromosomes 2 and 3 
The mutant (+) males of strains nos. 1-34, carrying conditional mutations in the 
X chromosome were crossed to the yellow females of four genotypes: 

1) y/y; +/+; +/+; 
2) y/y; In(2LR)CyO/+; +/+; 
3) y/y; In(2LR)Pm/+; +/+; and 
4) y/y; +/+; In(2LR)D/+. 
The females of these genotypes were produced in the following way. The yel-

low females y/y; +/+; +/+, earlier used for testing the conditional mutations in 
the X chromosome, were crossed with the males In(2LR)Pm/In(2LR)CyO; 
In(2LR)D/Sb. The males y; In(2LR)Pm/+; In(2LR)D/+ and y; In(2LR)CyO/+; 
In(2LR)D/+ were again crossed with the females of the initial strain y/y; +/+; 
+/+. The offspring of the cross contained the yellow females of all the necessary 
genotypes. The females differed only in the rearranged chromosomes. Females 
1) were identical to those used for selection of mutants; females 2) differed from 
the latter by the presence of inverted chromosome CyO; females 3), by the pres-
ence of inverted chromosome Pm; and so on. 

2.1.3. The Effect of In(2LR) Plum Inversion on the Manifestation of the 
Conditional Mutation <Small Barrel> in Chromosome 2 

The mutation <Small barrel> or Smba (Figure 1) was generated by gam-
ma-irradiation and selected using the method of morphoses [26]. This mutation  
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Figure 1. Mutation <Small barrel> (Smba): (a) general appearance of a mu-
tant female and a male in the stock Smba/In(2LR)Cy; (b) left, female and 
male in stock Smba/In(2LR)Pm (body size normal); right, female and male 
in the stock Smba/In(2LR)Cy (body size reduced); (c) short pupae of stock 
Smba/In(2LR)Cy; (d) pupe of normal size of stock Smba/In(2LR)Pm. 

 
is dominant and lethal in homozygote. The adult males and females as well as 
the pupae have a shortened body. The manifestation of this mutation depends 
on the genotype of the strain [6]. The effect of two rearrangements in chromo-
some 2—inversion In(2LR)Pm and inversion In(2LR)CyO—on Smba manifesta-
tion was analyzed. 

2.1.4. The Effect of In(2LR)CyO Inversion on the Manifestation of  
Conditional Mutations in Opposite Chromosome 2 

The method for recovering conditional mutations in chromosome 2 is based on 
testing the 2/In(2LR)CyO males, carrying in the compound the irradiated X 
chromosome and inverted chromosome In(2LR)CyO, with the help of yellow 
females. The irradiated chromosome 2 with mutation (2*) survived in the 
2*/In(2LR)CyO offspring and failed to survive in the 2*/2 offspring [18] [20]. 

2.2. The Phenomenon of a Decrease in Fertility in the Carriers of 
Conditional Mutations 

2.2.1. Decrease in Male Fertility in the Individuals Carrying Conditional 
Mutations in the X Chromosome 

The signs suggesting a decrease in the male fertility in the presence of a condi-
tional mutation became evident as early as the stage of mutant selection. The 
tubes with the absence of (+) daughters simultaneously contained an unexpec-
tedly low number of yellow sons in the offspring. After the recovered mutants 
were brought into culture, the mutant males were specially tested for fertility. 

The (+) males from each culture were individually crossed to the 3-day-old 
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yellow females. After 3 days, the tubes bearing signs of emerged larvae were se-
lected. The parents from these tubes were grouped to record egg laying. The egg 
laying continued in plug tubes with a standard medium until each tube con-
tained 100 - 200 eggs. After at least 500 eggs per mutation were laid, the parents 
were removed and the tubes were placed into a thermostat at a temperature of 
24˚C until emergence of imagoes. The share of the eggs that developed to the 
adult stage among all the laid eggs was determined. 

The mortality rate of the offspring in the same cross (♀yellow × ♂+) was de-
termined for each stage (white egg, brown egg, larva, pupa, and imago). The 
sample of laid ages was rather small, comprising 50 eggs. 

2.2.2. Qualitative Manifestations of a Decrease in Fertility 
It is not obligatory to count the laid eggs to make the inference on the fly fertili-
ty. A decrease in fertility is assessable according to the adult offspring. The ab-
sence of a certain phenotypic class or several classes in the offspring suggests a 
decrease in fertility as well as no offspring at all. Qualitative analysis of the 
offspring supplemented assessment of fertility in the carriers of conditional mu-
tations. 

1) Reciprocal Crosses with Conditional Mutations in Chromosome 3 
Twelve reciprocal diallelic crosses involving four cultures of conditional mu-

tants in chromosome 3 (in total, 24 crosses) were conducted. Each of the condi-
tional mutations (nos. 27, 34, 46, and 55) was maintained in the heterozygote 
with the inversion In(3LR)Dichaete = In(3LR)71F; 85C + In(3LR)80; 84A; 93F 
superimposed on In(3L)69D3-E1; 70C13-D1. In the cultures of mutations, all 
individuals had a Dichaete phenotype. Theoretically, the offspring of two 
crossed cultures should comprise four phenotypic classes, namely, Dichaete 
males and females and Dichaete+ males and females. 

2) The Response of Conditional Mutations to the Absence of the Y 
Chromosome in Male Genome 

In the norm, a D. melanogaster male contains the Y chromosome (XY type) 
but also may lack it (Х0 type). The Х0 type males are sterile. The mutant sons of 
both types were obtained from the males carrying a conditional mutation in the 
X chromosome. The cross with the females C(1)DX, y w f/Y gave mutant sons 
XY and the cross with the females C(1)y/0, the mutant sons Х0. The shares of 
sons in the offspring allowed us to assess whether the presence of the Y chro-
mosome influenced the viability of male zygote. 

It is possible to obtain the mutant sons of ХY and Х0 types in another way, 
from the mothers carrying a conditional mutation in a heterozygous condition. 
Such sons were obtained by crossing the females In(1)Muller-5, wa B/+ with the 
y males (ХY type) and C(XY), y B/0 males (Х0 type). In this variant, the share of 
sons in the offspring was also determined. The data for the survival rate of the 
ХY and Х0 males with conditional mutations were compared to the published 
data on the survival of ХY and Х0 males carrying conventional mutations. 
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2.3. The Phenomenon of a Decrease in Fertility in the Carriers of a 
Chromosomal Rearrangement 

The yield of live offspring that emerged from the eggs of the pr pk cn females 
fertilized by the males with the flowing genotypes was estimated: 1) 
In(2LR)ltm3/pr pk cn; 2) In(2LR)bwv32g/pr pk cn; 3) In(2LR)B162/pr pk cn; 4) pr 
pk cn/F(2L); F(2R), and 5) In(2R)40/F(2L); F(2R). The males with genotypes 
(1)-(3) carried autosome 2 with one of the paracentric inversions In(2LR)ltm3, 
In(2LR)bwv32g or In(2LR)B162 and structurally normal autosome 2. The inver-
sions have the same boundaries: 1) In(2LR)lm3 = T(2; 4)lm3 = T(2; 3)40; 60D; 
102F; 2) In(2LR)bwV32g = In(2LR)40F; 59E; and 3) In(2LR)B162 = 
In(2LR)36E-59D. The pr pk cn females carried structurally normal autosomes 2 
with visible mutations purple, prickle, and cinnabar. 

The males of the last two genotypes contained metacentric autosome 2, a 
normal and an inverted (In(2R)40), and two arm acrocentrics, F(2L) and F(2R), 
which replaced the second metacentric autosome 2. The yields of viable 
offspring depending on the presence of the inversion In(2R)40 = In(2R)42A-57F 
in male metacentric autosome 2 were compared. In order to assess the yield of 
imagoes from the males with acrocentrics, each male was crossed to the females 
of four genotypes rather than a single one. The yield of imagoes was the sum of 
the estimates. The procedure how the total estimate was obtained is described in 
detail in the paper on segregation of the D. melanogaster chromosomes carrying 
acrocentric autosomes [27]. 

2.4. Formation of Morphoses in the Offspring of Conditional  
Mutants: The Paternal Effect 

The individuals with morphoses appear in the offspring of conditional mutants 
[6] [13] [14]. The share of the progenies carrying morphoses varies from several 
to tens of percent [14]. The collection of images of morphoses, approaching a 
thousand of variants, contains a specific group of morphoses. A progeny carried 
a morphoses despite that it had not received the chromosome carrying a condi-
tional mutation from its parent. Of special interest were the cases when mor-
phoses were formed in the offspring of mutant males (paternal effect in inherit-
ance of morphoses). 

3. Results 

3.1. The Manifestation of Conditional Mutations: The Effect of 
Chromosomal Rearrangements 

3.1.1. The Effects of Inversions and Translocations in the X  
Chromosome 

The mutant males of wild-type phenotype (+) from 16 cultures (nos. 1-36) in the 
crosses with yellow females had almost no daughters in their offspring (Table 1, 
first column). The situation changed in the case of the yellow females with rear-
rangements (two inversions and two translocations) in their X chromosome: the  
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Table 1. Removal of the lethal effect of conditional mutations in the X chromosome of male by rearrangements in the X chromo-
some of yellow female. 

Male 
strain 

Female 
y/y (control) 

Female 
In(1)5, y/y 

Female 
In(1)23, y/y 

Female 
T(1; 2)12, y/y 

Female 
T(1; 2)19, y/y 

Total number 
of progenies 

Rate of 
females 

Total number 
of progenies 

Rate of 
females 

Total number 
of progenies 

Rate of  
females 

Total number 
of progenies 

Rate of 
females 

Total number 
of progenies 

Rate of 
females 

1 191 0.00 169 0.06 87 0.01 138 0.01 148 0.03 

2 435 0.00 236 0.12 76 0.11 38 0.05 173 0.13 

3 180 0.00 469 0.63 190 0.43 128 0.59 331 0.58 

4 293 0.00 209 0.08 162 0.04 86 0.00 213 0.08 

5 303 0.02 107 0.27 112 0.01 46 0.04 96 0.22 

6 283 0.02 136 0.23 106 0.23 64 0.00 112 0.25 

7 100 0.00 154 0.36 135 0.21 13 0.23 145 0.39 

26 89 0.01 121 0.24 210 0.30 46 0.02 69 0.28 

27 93 0.00 123 0.05 117 0.02 79 0.00 79 0.06 

29 61 0.00 203 0.49 122 0.57 18 0.00 128 0.55 

30 115 0.00 142 0.38 100 0.17 93 0.09 106 0.19 

31 83 0.00 118 0.19 123 0.22 121 0.04 195 0.27 

32 117 0.00 183 0.13 101 0.19 80 0.14 117 0.35 

33 90 0.00 144 0.34 123 0.24 42 0.17 100 0.22 

34 110 0.00 115 0.25 71 0.07 31 0.29 41 0.15 

36 110 0.01 108 0.25 127 0.20 105 0.01 323 0.46 

 
share of daughters in the offspring of (+) males only in rare cases remained low, 
approaching the expected estimate of 0.5 in the majority of cases. The fact that 
the rearrangements in female chromosomes were produced based on the yellow 
strain excludes the possibility that a change in the X chromosome gene composi-
tion was the cause of the observed effect. 

3.1.2. The Effect of Inversions in Chromosomes 2 and 3 
The mutant male of wild-type phenotype (+) from 11 cultures (nos. 1-34) in the 
crosses with yellow females had almost no daughters in their offspring (Table 2, 
first column). The situation changed in the case of the yellow females carrying 
the Cy or Pm inversions in chromosome 2. Inversion D in chromosome 3 also 
manifested its effect but only in the case of mutations nos. 29, 33, and 34. 

3.1.3. The Effect of Inversion In(2LR)CyO on Survival of the Individual 
Carrying Mutation in the Opposite Chromosome 2 

The effects of chromosomal rearrangements on manifestation of the conditional 
mutations in the X chromosome was for the first time observed in the crosses 
mutant (+) males to In(1)Muller-5/y females. The offspring of these females 
contained the In(1)Muller-5/+ daughters and y/+ daughters [20]. The ability of 
rearrangements to alter the manifestation of conditional mutations was utilized  
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Table 2. Removal of the lethal effect of conditional mutation in the X chromosome of male by rearrangements in chromosomes 2 
and 3 of yellow female (crosses of mutant males to the females: 1) y/y; +/+ (control); 2) y/y; +/In(2LR)Cy; 3) y/y; +/In(2LR)Pm 
and 4) y/y; +/In(3LR)D). 

Male  
mutant 
strain 

Female y/y; +/+ Female y/y; +/Cy Female y/y; + /Pm Female y/y; +/D 

Daughter+ 
Son 

y 

Daughter 
+ 

Son 
y 

Daughter 
+ 

Son 
y 

Daughter 
+ 

Son 
y 

Cy+ Cy Cy+ Cy Pm+ Pm Pm+ Pm D+ D D+ D 

1 – 230 – – 178 163 – – 107 57 - - 115 8 

2 – 230 14 13 127 134 4 3 70 72 - - 42 7 

4 – 270 9 4 185 159 1 7 86 81 - - 162 7 

5 – 197 23 21 80 95 6 4 47 48 - - 37 3 

27 2 167 1 0 102 113 2 1 53 65 - - 9 2 

29 4 163 32 27 71 56 26 24 55 20 6 6 88 10 

30 – 184 15 13 81 76 9 12 60 47 - - 38 6 

31 – 242 32 20 127 102 5 4 28 29 - - 70 6 

32 – 197 22 10 90 77 9 17 36 32 - - 48 2 

33 – 209 20 18 95 101 11 8 87 47 24 2 85 12 

34 – 140 11 14 88 101 25 20 68 54 - 10 103 3 

 
to design a method for recovering conditional mutations in chromosome 2. Ac-
cording to this method, a mutation in chromosome 2 could survive only if its 
opposite chromosome contained the inversion In(2LR)CyO. This method al-
lowed for recovery of eight conditional mutations in chromosome 2. Table 3 
shows that the paternal chromosome 2 carrying mutation (2*) in compound 
with the normal maternal chromosome 2 fails to give viable offspring. Four of 
the eight mutants (nos. 5a-62a) produced a few such progenies. In the control 
strains, the ratio of (+) to Cy Bl L4 classes did not differ from the expected value 
of 0.5. Thus, the inversion In(2LR)CyO acted as a kind if “rescuer” of the condi-
tional mutation in chromosome 2, proving for viability of the 2*/In(2LR)CyO, 
Cy Bl L4 heterozygotes. 

3.1.4. Maternal Effect of the Interaction between a Conditional Mutation 
and a Chromosomal Rearrangement 

The chromosomal rearrangements In(2LR)CyO, In(2LR)Plum, and In(2LR)D in 
the genome of yellow females caused emergence of a previously absent class of 
daughters (Table 2). Note that appearance of daughters was not associated with 
donation of the chromosomal rearrangement from mother: daughters could 
carry the rearrangement as well as could lack it (Table 2). Thus, a distinct ma-
ternal effect of rearrangement is evident. There is one more form of the maternal 
effect of a rearrangement. The inversion In(2LR)CyO from mother’s side re-
stores appearance of daughters in the offspring, whereas the same inversion 
from the side of a mutant (+) male displays no such effect [20]. 

The described data do not embrace all obtained results concerning the effect 
of rearrangements on the manifestation of conditional mutations [19] [21] [22]  
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Table 3. Progeny of the males carrying conditional dominant lethals in chromosome 2 
(cross ♀y × ♂2*/CyBl L4). 

Male mutant 
strain 

Progeny 2* (+) Progeny CyBl L4 Total number 
of progenies 

Rate of  
progeny 2* (+) ♀+ ♂ y ♀ + ♂ y 

7a – – 116 110 226 0.00 

37a – 1 124 130 254 0.00 

44a – 1 125 109 234 0.00 

53a – – 101 130 231 0.00 

5a 11 6 146 140 303 0.06 

8a 6 – 135 98 239 0.03 

9a 9 9 96 84 198 0.09 

62a 1 1 154 144 300 0.01 

Control       

42a 111 139 135 120 505 0.51 

26a 128 107 106 106 447 0.53 

*Chromosome 2 carrying a conditional mutation. 

 
but are sufficient to illustrate the important principles. First, the ability to influ-
ence the manifestation of conditional mutations is the common feature of 
chromosomal rearrangements, which alter the order of chromosome regions in 
the nuclear space. The rearrangements in the mutant genome possess this ability 
as well as the rearrangements in the partner genome. This ability distinguishes 
the genes that produce conditional mutations from the typical “Mendelian” 
genes. The latter as a rule do not respond to the presence of rearrangements in 
the genome. Second, the mechanisms underlying manifestations of a conditional 
mutation and a rearrangement should have a common link; otherwise, the mu-
tations and rearrangements would not interact. 

3.2. The Manifestation of Conditional Mutations: A Decrease in 
Fertility 

3.2.1. The Phenomenon of a Decrease in Fertility 
The major feature that gave the name to conditional mutations is their condi-
tional nature, that is, the dependence of manifestation-non-manifestation on the 
genotype of an individual or its parents. The manifestation can be visible (al-
tered phenotype of the individual) or lethal (death of offspring), the latter being 
prevalent. In the majority of cases, conditional mutations are conditional domi-
nant lethals [4] [6]. 

The fact that a mutation results the absence of a particular phenotypic class in 
the offspring gives the grounds to refer to it as “conditional” mutation. However, 
missing of a certain class is also associated with fertility. Leaving particular 
classes missing in the offspring and the genotypes associated with this absence 
out of consideration, we see that a conditional mutation in general demonstrates 
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the phenomenon of a decrease in fertility. Thus, the conditional manifestation is 
converted from an exotic phenomenon of “a conditional pattern of manifesta-
tion” to a more known although also vague in its nature phenomenon of distur-
bance in fertility. This allows the research into conditional mutations of droso-
phila to be supplemented by a traditional estimation of fertility as the ratio of 
emerged imagoes to the laid eggs. 

In total, 21 male (+) carrying a conditional mutation in the X chromosome 
were examined (Table 4). The table shows the progenies of each of the mutant 
males in the cross with yellow females. Each cross was performed in duplicate 
(with two and with six females). The offspring was almost exclusively 
represented by yellow sons. In addition to the absence of daughters, an extreme-
ly low fertility of males is observable: the rate of survived progenies for 17 males 
amounted to 2 - 19 instead of 100%. The low fertility is unexplainable with the 
absence of daughters. Even when the daughters are absent at all, the male fertili-
ty cannot be less than 50%. 

Another experiment showed a low fertility of the males with a conditional 
mutation in the X chromosome (Table 5). Zygotes died mainly during embryo-
nic development (white eggs) and very rarely, at the stages of larva and pupa. 

3.2.2. Qualitative Forms of the Phenomenon of Decreased Fertility 
As is described above, a decreased fertility of conditional mutants is suggested by 
the absence of an expected class of progenies or a lower size of a certain class 
relative to the expected value. 

The crosses ♀34 × ♂46 and ♀55 × ♂46 (Table 6) gave no offspring at all; 
however, reciprocal crosses gave the offspring. The crosses ♀55 × ♂34 and 
♀34 × ♂55 lacked half progenies that had the phenotype Dichaete+, while the 
other half, with the Dichaete phenotype, was present. As for the remaining three 
pairs of crosses, the fertility of direct crosses (first row in the pair) was lower 
owing to deficiency in the Dichaete class. The decrease in viability of the Di-
chaete class because of the presence of the Dichaete mutation was out of ques-
tion, since the Dichaete individuals were abundant in the reciprocal crosses 
(second row in the pair). 

This suggests that 
1) A decrease in fertility is the major property of a conditional mutation; 
2) “Conditionality” is only a specific form of the decrease in fertility mani-

festing as the absence of a certain class of progenies (“selective lethality”); and 
3) Selective lethality of the offspring depends on the genotypes of both par-

ents; the deviations in the ratio of phenotypic classes of the progenies cannot be 
explained by the viability of the visible mutations marking the corresponding 
classes. 

3.2.3. Paternal Effect of Decreased Fertility 
As is shown above, the decrease in fertility takes place in both sexes. In this sec-
tion, the phenomenon of decreased fertility is considered for males. As will be  
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Table 4. Progeny of the mutant males (+) in crosses with yellow females. 

Male mutant 
strain 

Cross 2 ♀ y × ♂+ Cross 6 ♀ y × ♂+ 
Male fertility* Total number of 

progenies 
Rate of  

daughters 
Total number of 

progenies 
Rate of  

daughters 
1 119 0.00 191 0.00 0.02 

2 650 0.00 435 0.00 0.15 

3 112 0.00 180 0.00 0.12 

4 114 0.00 293 0.00 0.07 

5 50 0.00 303 0.02 0.14 

6 47 0.00 283 0.02 0.14 

7 47 0.02 100 0.00 – 

9 182 0.07 529 0.00 0.40 

10 162 0.03 297 0.04 0.09 

27 68 0.00 93 0.00 0.18 

29 15 0.07 61 0.00 0.14 

30 122 0.00 115 0.00 0.19 

31 106 0.00 83 0.00 0.15 

32 81 0.00 117 0.00 0.13 

33 144 0.00 90 0.00 0.16 

34 88 0.00 110 0.00 0.12 

26 92 0.03 89 0.01 – 

35 102 0.03 115 0.04 0.35 

36 95 0.00 110 0.01 0.14 

37 52 0.02 68 0.04 0.14 

38 54 0.06 84 0.01 0.10 

*The male fertility is determined as the ratio of the number of imagoes that emerged from the eggs laid by 
yellow females crossed with the mutant males to the number of laid eggs. 

 
demonstrated in Discussion, this phenomenon plays a crucial role in determin-
ing its true cause particularly in males. A decrease in fertility of mutant males 
followed a parental type (a paternal form of the parental effect). 

The fertility of the (+) males with conditional mutations in the X chromosome 
is drastically decreased (Table 4 and Table 5), amounting in individual cases to 
only several percent (Table 4, nos. 1, 4, and 10; Table 5, nos. 2, 5, 8, 29, 30, 31, 
and 41). If all daughters died, the fertility of a male should be 50%. However, it 
was lower, suggesting that yellow sons died as well. The yellow sons do not get 
the mutant X chromosome from their father. Only the presence of mutant 
chromosome in their father is sufficient for the lethality of sons. This is a paren-
tal effect of conditional mutation of a paternal type. 

3.2.4. The Response of Conditional Mutations to the Absence of Y  
Chromosome in the Male Genome 

The conditional mutations in the X chromosome distinctly respond to the ab-
sence of the Y chromosome in the male genome (Table 7). If the share of the 
sons with Y chromosome (XY) approaches the expected rate of 0.5 ( x = 0.46), 
then the share of the sons without Y chromosome (X0) in the offspring most  
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Table 5. Death of zygotes in crosses of yellow females with the males carrying conditional 
mutations in the X chromosome. 

Male mutant 
strain 

Total number 
of laid eggs 

Lethality at the stage of (%) Live  
imagoues (%) White egg Brown egg Larva Pupa 

1 50 92 2 – – 6 

2 50 81 13 2 – 4 

3 50 76 18 - – 6 

5 100 65 28 3 – 4 

6 50 80 8 – – 12 

7 50 52 32 6 2 8 

8 50 90 6 – – 4 

10 50 68 20 6 – 6 

11 50 56 30 2 - 12 

27 50 72 8 6 – 12 

29 50 92 6 – – 2 

30 50 96 2 1 – – 

31 50 90 4 2 - 4 

32 50 46 32 8 – 14 

33 50 50 28 6 2 14 

36 24 33 54 – 6 7 

38 40 68 22 5 – 5 

41 50 90 6 – – 4 

Average 51 72 18 3 0.6 7 

 
Table 6. The rate of Dichaete progenies in reciprocal crosses of four lines Di-
chaete/CDL(3), +(nos. 27, 34, 46, and 55) containing conditional mutations in chromo-
some 3*. 

Reciprocal 
crosses 

Progeny Total 
number of 
progenies 

Dichaete 
progenies 

(%) 
Dichaete+ Dichaete 

Females Males Total Females Males Total 

♀27 × ♂34 49 47 96 20 13 33 129 25.58 

♀34 × ♂27 56 41 97 114 67 181 278 65.11 

♀27 × ♂46 132 147 279 34 31 65 344 18.90 

♀46 × ♂27 63 68 131 102 135 237 368 64.40 

♀27 × ♂55 88 158 246 29 28 57 303 18.81 

♀55 × ♂27 37 30 67 97 59 156 223 70.00 

♀34 × ♂46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

♀46 × ♂34 73 95 168 109 95 204 372 54.80 

♀46 × ♂55 145 166 311 264 279 543 854 63.60 

♀55 × ♂46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

♀55 × ♂34 0 0 0 81 65 146 146 100 

♀34 × ♂55 0 0 0 114 91 205 205 100 

*In each CDL(3)/In(3LR)Dichaete strain, only the heterozygotes for CDL(3) and In(3LR)Dichaete are via-
ble. CDL(3) is a conditional dominant lethal in chromosome 3. 
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Table 7. Influence of the Y chromosome on the lethal effect of conditional mutation re-
ceived by son from its father. 

Male 
mutant strain 

Cross: ♀C(1) y w f/Y × ♂+ Cross :♀C(1) y/0 × ♂+ 

Total number of 
progenies 

Rate of XY males in the 
progeny 

Total number of 
progenies 

Rate of X0 males in 
the progeny 

1 51 0.35 131 0.02 

2 42 0.60 118 0.05 

3 33 0.39 90 0.05 

4 85 0.38 137 0.00 

5 8 0.25 97 0.12 

6 133 0.50 37 0.03 

7 37 0.57 142 0.12 

8 19 0.47 123 0.16 

9 199 0.55 123 0.05 

10 30 0.40 107 0.14 

11 152 0.51 95 0.13 

13 61 0.49 54 0.09 

15 82 0.50 70 0.20 

Total 932 x  = 0.46 1324 x  = 0.09 

 
likely will tend to zero ( x  = 0.09). This pattern is characteristic of all 13 ex-
amined mutations in the case if mutant sons receive the mutant X chromosomes 
from their fathers (Table 7). 

In the case when sons receive the mutant X chromosomes from their mothers 
(Table 8), the absence of the Y chromosome ceases influencing their share in the 
offspring. The average share of the mutant sons with Y chromosome (XY) in the 
offspring of a mutant female is 0.18 and of the mutant sons lacking Y chromo-
some (X0), 0.21. A pairwise comparison for each of the examined 19 mutations 
demonstrates the absence of the above difference between the XY and X0 classes. 

For simplicity of understanding of the result, the data on the mutant XY and 
X0 males in Table 9 are given in a general form. The (+) sign denotes the pres-
ence of mutant males in the offspring and (–), their absence or the presence in 
an extremely low number. The data of the experiment with the males carrying 
conditional mutations in their X chromosome (the last rows in table) are com-
pared to the results known from the classical genetic literature on inheritance of 
visible mutations in the X chromosome and standard recessive lethals in the X 
chromosome. 

The D. melanogaster males carrying recessive visible mutations in the X 
chromosome can be produced in both direct and reciprocal crosses of the cor-
responding cultures. The absence of the Y chromosome, as is known from the 
literature, influences only male fertility but not their viability [28]. Thus, the re-
cessive visible mutations in Table 9 are denoted with (+) in each of the four  
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Table 8. Influence of the Y chromosome on the lethal effect of conditional mutation re-
ceived by son from its mother*. 

Male mutant 
strain 

Cross  
♀In(1)Muller-5, wa B/+ × ♂y 

Cross 
♀In(1)Muller-5, wa B/+ × ♂ C(XY), y B/0 

Total number of 
progenies 

Rate of XY, + males 
in the progeny 

Total number of 
progenies 

Rate of X0, + males in 
the progeny 

2 317 0.10 103 0.13 

3 122 0.19 15 0.13 

5 242 0.22 122 0.26 

6 501 0.15 156 0.19 

7 377 0.18 117 0.33 

8 363 0.25 192 0.30 

9 250 0.12 139 0.10 

10 194 0.23 182 0.25 

11 291 0.22 170 0.29 

29 285 0.21 307 0.11 

30 378 0.15 165 0.19 

31 460 0.17 121 0.21 

32 226 0.19 89 0.21 

33 162 0.14 205 0.22 

34 264 0.10 193 0.01 

35 444 0.08 184 0.10 

36 481 0.21 221 0.28 

38 504 0.24 138 0.24 

41 359 0.23 227 0.39 

Total 6220 x  = 0.18 3046 x  = 0.21 

* Mutation in the X chromosome (+). 

 
Table 9. Survival of X0 and XY males depending on the type of mutation in the X chro-
mosome and the donor of mutation*. 

Type of mutation in X chromosome Chromosomal type of son 
Donor of X mutation 

Mother Father 

Mendelian visible 
XY + + 

X0 + + 

Mendelian lethal 
XY – – 

X0 – – 

Conditional lethal 
XY + + 

X0 + – 

*(+) denotes the presence of sons and (–), the absence оf sons or their extremely low number. 
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cells. Unlike the D. melanogaster males carrying visible mutations, the males 
carrying recessive lethal mutations in their X chromosome do not emerge in 
both the direct and recessive crosses [28]. The presence or absence of the Y 
chromosome in this case does not matter. The recessive lethals in Table 9 are 
denoted with (–) in each of the four cells. Table 9 demonstrates that the conven-
tional mutations despite the differences between them (lethal and not lethal) ac-
cording to XY-X0 test react to neither the cross direction nor the presence of Y 
chromosome. Unlike the conventional mutations, the conditional mutations are 
sensitive to both factors. 

3.3. The Manifestation of Conditional Mutations: Appearance of 
Morphoses (Paternal Effect) 

The conditional mutations in the laboratory collection were maintained as hete-
rozygotes. Half offspring of a heterozygote receives the mutation and the other 
half does not. Nonetheless, morphoses emerged not only in the progenies that 
got the mutation, but also in the progenies lacking it. In the cross of a yellow fe-
male with the mutant (+) male carrying a conditional mutation in the X chro-
mosome, the yellow sons did not get the mutant X chromosome but still part of 
them formed morphoses (Figure 2). In the cross of C(1)DX, y w f females with 
the (+) males carrying a conditional mutation in the X chromosome, the 
C(1)DX, y w daughters did not get the mutant X chromosome but part of the 
daughters displayed morphoses (Figure 2(f), Figure 2(i)). Thus, it is sufficient 
for a progeny to form a morphosis that its father carries a conditional mutation 
and is unnecessary to get the mutation itself from the father. The parental inhe-
ritance as a paternal effect is thus evident. 

One of the ways to maintain conditional mutations in the X chromosome was 
to keep them in the females heterozygous for the inverted chromosome 
In(1)Muller-5, B wa. In the culture Muller-5/mutation, the females 
In(1)Muller-5, B wa/In(1)Muller-5, B wa (B wa phenotype) and the males 
In(1)Muller-5, B wa (B wa phenotype) did not carry conditional mutation; how-
ever, some of them had morphoses (Figure 3). This is also the case when a 
progeny did not necessarily have to carry the chromosome with conditional 
mutation to develop a morphosis. It was sufficient that such a mutation was 
present in the mother. A parental type of inheritance took place in this case as 
well but in a maternal variant. The daughters B wa and the sons B wa with mor-
phoses developed from the eggs that did not contain any conditional mutation in 
the X chromosome. 

3.4. The Manifestation of Chromosomal Rearrangements: A  
Decrease in Fertility (Paternal Effect) 

As to the chromosomal rearrangements, it has appeared that they not only alter 
the manifestation of conditional mutations, but also themselves act as like condi-
tional mutations. The chromosomal rearrangements decrease fertility of the carri-
ers, and this decrease follows a parental type. Four inversions in chromosome 
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Figure 2. Morphoses in the offspring of conditional mutants. I. Parental effect of a pa-
ternal type. Conditional mutation was in the X chromosome of a normal male crossed to 
yellow females. The yellow sons did not receive the mutant chromosome from their father 
but still developed morphoses. In two cases, a male was crossed to the С(1)DX, y w f fe-
males. The y w f daughters (f) and (i) did not get the mutant X chromosome from their 
father but had morphoses. The morphoses included (a) the absence of the left metatho-
racic leg; (b) shortened right wing; (c) altered tergite pattern from the left side; (d) altered 
shape of the right wing; (e) absent tarsus in the right metathoracic leg and changed shape 
of this leg; (f) altered wing shape and structure; (g) reduction of the left thorax and left 
wing; (h) left wing replaced with two appendages; (i) reduction of the left wing; (j) mye-
loma of the right arista in the lower male; (k) shortened and deformed tibia of the meta-
thoracic legs in males; and (l) impaired wing veining. 

 
2-In(2LR)ltm3, In(2LR)bwv32g, In(2LR)B162, and In(2R)40-decrease the male fer-
tility to 81-40% of the norm (Table 10). A high lethality rate of zygotes is not 
determined by low fertility of the progenies that received a particular inversion. 
The ratio of the number of progenies carrying the inversion to the number of 
progenies without it varied around the expected value of 50% (Table 10, last 
column). Here, a paternal effect of decrease in fertility is evident: death of part of 
the offspring is the result of the rearrangement present in the parent (father) ra-
ther than in the progeny itself. Thus, the conditional mutations and chromo-
somal rearrangements display similarity in their manifestations. Both  
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Figure 3. Morphoses in the offspring of conditional mutants. II. Parental effect of a ma-
ternal type. Conditional mutation was in the X chromosome (+) of a +/In(1)Muller-5, B 
wa female. The daughters In(1)Muller-5, B wa/In(1)Muller-5, and B wa and sons 
In(1)Muller-5, B wa with a B wa phenotype (bar-shaped apricot eyes) did not receive the X 
chromosome with conditional mutation from their mother but formed the following 
morphoses: (a) wings of different lengths with bubbles; (b) narrowed wing, impaired 
veining, and a bubble; (c) opaque wings of various shapes; (d) the right wing filled with 
lymph; impaired veining; (e) asymmetric wings; (f) tissue overgrowth instead of left eye 
ommatidia; (g) reduced right wing with irregular shape and a bubble; (h) absent right 
wing; colored tissue in the thoracic base; (i) reduced wing blade from the left side; (j) ab-
sence of macrochaetes and microchaetes in the right side of the thorax; (k) deformed fe-
mur of the right mesothoracic leg; and (l) sickle-shaped right wing. 

 
decrease the fertility of their carriers, and this decrease takes place in the form of 
a parental (paternal) effect. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. The Arguments in Favor of Existence of a Special Department 
in the Genetic System That Controls the Course of Individual 
Development 

The results suggest several inferences on the genetic elements giving rise to con-
ditional mutations. 
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Table 10. Decreased fertility of the males carrying a chromosomal rearrangement. 

Male genotype 
Female 

genotype 
Number of 

laid eggs 

Number of 
emerged 
imagoes 

Rate of  
imagoes 

Rate of the progenies 
with rearrangements 
relative to their total 

number 
In(2LR)ltm3 

pr pk cn 
pr pk cn 1987 1066 48.5 ± 5.4 0.45 

In(2LR)bwv32g/ 
pr pk cn pr pk cn 1990 1599 80.7 ± 2.0 0.50 

In(2LR)B162/ 
pr pk cn 

pr pk cn 1405 538 40.5 ± 5.9 0.50 

pr pk cn/F(2L); 
F(2R)* 

1) pr pk cn 2195 1631 73.7 ± 3.0 0.50 

2) F(2L), pr 
C(2R), cn 

2286 145 12.6 ± 2.2 0.42 

3) C(2L), b; 
F(2R), + 

2719 23 1.4 ± 1.0 0.52 

4) C(2LR)EN, 
c bw 

2178 0 0.0 – 

Total   87.7 x = 0.48 

In(2R)40/F(2L); 
F(2R)* 

1) pr pk cn 2193 867 42.3 ± 10.0 0.51 

2) F(2L), pr; 
C(2R), cn 

2325 22 2.0 ± 0.3 0.68 

3) C(2L), b; 
F(2R), + 

2078 56 5.2 ± 0.6 0.52 

4) C(2LR)EN, 
c bw 

2492 0 0 0 

Total   49.5 x = 0.51 

*Yield of viable progeny was determined as the sum of imagoes that emerged in four crosses with various 
tester females. 

4.1.1. Conditional Mutations Are Damages in Genes (DNA) 
Conditional mutations have been generated by exposure to gamma-radiation, a 
widely used inducer of DNA damage; they have been recovered and maintained 
in culture as defects in certain chromosomes. The conditional mutations display 
lower stability in their manifestation as compared with the conventional droso-
phila mutations; however, this does not interfere with their handling as muta-
tions. The frequency of conditional mutations in the X chromosome at a radia-
tion dose of 30 Gy taking into account a decreased penetrance amounts to 4.95% 
[10]. This rate corresponds to the frequency of sex-linked lethals in the X chro-
mosome at the same irradiation dose. This high frequency suggests that the mu-
tations displaying a conditional pattern may represent a broad class. The fre-
quency of mutations belonging to this class may be even higher, since only the 
tubes with complete absence of daughters in the offspring were selected when 
recovering these mutations; however, there were some tubes containing single 
daughters, which could be also taken into account. “A high frequency of muta-
tions and their non-allelism suggest that a large part of the genome is involved in 
the mutation process” [10]. 

Six of the 80 recovered conditional mutations additionally had a visible ma-
nifestation. In laboratory cultures, the conditional mutations were maintained as 
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heterozygotes and acted as recessive lethals [6]. Presumably, the nucleotide se-
quences of conventional genes and the genes responsible for conditional muta-
tions may partially overlap. 

4.1.2. Manifestation-Non-Manifestation of Conditional Mutations  
Depends on Spatial Factor 

A distinct association of the conditional mutations with DNA sequence makes 
them akin to classical mutations. The more drastic is their difference from the 
classical mutations in their manifestation. “Conditionality” is the dependence of 
mutation manifestation on the genetic specificity of the genome. Conditional 
pattern of their manifestation is not characteristic of the genes in the classical 
genetics. They are regarded as independent hereditary units. 

Spatial factor is one of the “conditions” influencing the manifestation of con-
ditional mutations. It has been discovered just by accident. The mutant males 
with a conditional mutation in the X chromosome gave no daughters in the 
cross with yellow females but gave daughters in the cross with the In(1)Muller-5, 
y wa females, also yellow in their phenotype but carrying the inversion in their X 
chromosome [20]. The data described in Section 1 of Results confirm this ob-
servation. The rearrangements localized to the chromosome opposite to the 
mutant one (Table 1 and Table 3), and to chromosomes in the genome of the 
partner (Table 2) influence the manifestation of conditional mutations. We may 
assume that the ability to influence the manifestation of conditional mutations is 
a general property of chromosomal rearrangements, which alter the order of 
chromosome regions in the nuclear space. 

4.1.3. A Decrease in the Fertility of Conditional Mutants and the Carriers 
of Chromosomal Rearrangements Suggests Impaired Gene  
Function in Germline Cells 

A decrease in the fertility of conditional mutants was noticed immediately on 
recovery of the first batch of such mutations [10]. This was recorded in a typical 
test assessing the ratio of viable progenies to the number of laid eggs (Table 4 
and Table 5). With time, it had been understood that most of the performed 
tests for the conditionality of mutation manifestation were actually the qualita-
tive tests for a decrease in fertility. The absence of a certain class in the offspring 
of a viable mutation carrier means that its fertility is decreased by at least the 
value corresponding to the size of the missing class. The conditional mutants are 
the individuals with drastically varying fertility depending on different but ge-
netically precisely specified conditions. 

A decrease in fertility should be recognized as the major and leading property 
of conditional mutations. The chromosome rearrangement, it appears, also pos-
sesses this property (Table 10). The hypothesis on existence of common stages 
in the functioning of conditional mutations and rearrangements, stated above 
(see Results, Section 1.5), is thus confirmed. A decrease in fertility in the case of 
a conditional mutation as well as in the case of a chromosomal rearrangement is 
combined with a normal phenotype of the mutation carrier. This means that the 
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genome in the somatic tissues of a mutation carrier functions normally versus 
the germline cells, where it functions abnormally. 

4.1.4. A Decrease in Fertility Results from a Defect in the Genetic  
Material in Gametes Rather That a Defect the Gametes Themselves 

The level of fertility of the conditional mutants changes owing to additional ge-
netic changes within a mutant genome as well as the genome changes in its 
partner in cross. In particular, the fertility of a male carrying a conditional lethal 
depends on the genotype of the female to which it is crossed (Table 1 and Table 
2) as well as the direction of cross (Table 6). The class of mutant sons is absent 
when they lack the Y chromosome (Table 7), although the X0 males are usually 
viable. If a “physical” defect of gametes as a whole entity (= their inability to 
form a zygote) were the cause of a decreased fertility, any “external” control of 
fertility would be impossible. Thus, it is the genetic program conveyed by the 
gamete that should be defective. 

4.1.5. The presence of Paternal Effect is an Evidence for the Genome  
Activity in Germline Cells as Well as a Proof That Conditional  
Mutations and Chromosomal Rearrangements Change the  
Genome Activity 

In the classical genetics, a phene is non-alternatively “coupled” with the gene. A 
mutant phenotype is manifested in a cell or an individual only in the presence of 
the corresponding mutant gene. The inseparability of gene and phene is the basis 
of the classical genetics. The paternal effects of conditional mutations and 
chromosomal rearrangements cancel this classical statement [29]. A mutant 
male with a conditional mutation in its X chromosome gives 50% sperm cells 
with the X chromosome (carrying mutation) and 50% with the Y chromosome 
(without mutation). However, it appears that the deleterious effect of condition-
al mutation expands not only to the daughter that got the mutant X chromo-
some in a regular way, but also to most of the sons that did not receive it (Table 
4). The situation with morphoses is the same. In the cross of a yellow female 
with the mutant (+) male carrying a conditional mutation in the X chromosome, 
the yellow sons did not get the mutant X chromosome but still part of them 
formed morphoses (Figure 2, except for Figure 2(f) and Figure 2(i)). In the 
cross of C(1)DX, y w f females with the (+) males carrying a conditional muta-
tion in the X chromosome, the C(1)DX, y w daughters did not get the mutant X 
chromosome but part of the daughters displayed morphoses (Figure 2(f), and 
Figure 2(i)). The paternal effect is repeated by the chromosomal rearrange-
ments, decreasing the male fertility (Table 10). Note that both the progenies that 
received a rearrangement from their father and those that did not die as well 
(Table 10). 

The natural question arises on what is the particular factor transferred to the 
progenies that did not received the mutation but nonetheless simulate the pres-
ence of mutation by either a lethal effect or morphoses. The only possible answer 
is that 1) the genes forming the basis of conditional mutations are active in the 
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diploid germline cells; 2) they produce regulatory products that act on the over-
all diploid genome; and 3) this effect is transmitted to the progeny independent-
ly of whether it got the mutation itself with the gamete or not. The germline cells 
house a specialized group of regulatory genes the activity of which is similar to 
the gene activity in the soma during organogenesis. 

4.1.6. The Genome Activity in Germline Cells Extends to the Genes with a 
Regulatory Function (Ontogenes) 

The genome activity in germline cells may concern only the regulatory activity. 
As is known, morphogenesis there is absent. The facts of formed morphoses and 
modifications following a parental pattern suggest the presence of a regulatory 
activity in germline cells. The parental effect (especially, paternal effect) irrefuta-
ble suggests that the cause is an event that takes place before the meiotic reduc-
tion division. Correspondingly, we assume that a program for successive genome 
activity intended for implementation in the future offspring is formed in the 
mitotically dividing gonial cells. Because of uniqueness of the function and ac-
tion site (germline cells), the genes responsible for development of this program 
got a special name, ontogenes, meaning the genes that control the course of on-
togenesis. Still before uniting into a zygote, the gametes of different sexes already 
possess the main sections constituting the program for development of the zy-
gote. The general course of development is already determined. When the pro-
grams of the future development in gametes forming a zygote misfit, the zygotes 
die at the very first steps of their development. 

4.1.7. The Regulatory Products Generated by Ontogenes Are Short RNAs 
Two chemical compounds are formed on the basis of DNA template, RNA and 
protein. If a protein were the regulatory product formed on the ontogene, the 
ontogene in its properties would not differ from a conventional gene. However, 
this is not the case, as is evident from the specific features of conditional muta-
tions mentioned in Introduction and Results. Consequently, only RNA remains 
to be the regulatory product in question. Indeed, this does not exclude that the 
genome contains the regulators of a protein nature. 

The inference on the role of RNA as a regulator independently follows from 
the data on chromosomal rearrangements. Chromosomal rearrangements in-
fluence the manifestation of conditional mutations (Results, Section 1). This ef-
fect may be implemented by RNA, for example, short RNAs, but by no means a 
protein. For the rearrangements to influence the regulation, the regulator should 
not leave the nuclei. This condition can be met if short RNAs act as such a regu-
lator. It is reasonable to consider that the chromosomal rearrangement changes 
the distance between the site where RNA is produced and the site where it binds 
the target. The distance between the opposite alleles of the ontogene also 
changes. In this case, the changes in spatial arrangement of chromosome regions 
should influence the regulation efficiency within the nucleus. 

If a protein is the regulatory product in question, the chromosomal rear-
rangement cannot influence the regulation. For the molecule of a regulatory 
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protein to be formed, the corresponding mRNA has to leave the nucleus for the 
cytoplasm to be translated on the ribosome and then return to the nucleus to 
bind to the target. The procedure of exiting the nucleus and coming back to it 
will annul the effect of intranuclear distances. It is known that the conventional 
genes, with proteins as their final product, do not depend in their manifestation 
on the presence of rearrangements in the genome. As is evident here, three con-
clusions made in this work favor RNA as the regulator in question, namely, 1) 
the regulator should be the product of a DNA region; 2) it is not a protein; and 
3) its function is to be implemented within the nucleus. 

Three large data sets favor the hypothesis on existence of the ontogenes that 
are active in germline cells. The first set of data, cytological, is related to the 
lampbrush chromosomes [30] [31] [32]; the second one, molecular, proves the 
existence of regulation via RNA interference [33] [34]; and, finally, the third set 
demonstrates changes in the level of methylation in gametes [35] [36]. 

4.1.8. The Regulatory Product Generated by the Ontogene Is a Duplex 
The conditional mutations manifest in a variety of ways [6] but have an obliga-
tory component in their manifestation, namely, a dominant lethality in a partic-
ular genotype (conditional dominant lethality). This suggests that the mutation 
in an ontogene that damages one of the two homologous sequences results in 
cessation of duplex formation and, consequently, cancels the regulatory function 
of the ontogene [37]. Thus, the genetic regulatory network composed of onto-
genes in a diploid functionally manifests itself as a haploid ([4] p. 949). This par-
ticular structure of the system that controls ontogenesis imposes the prohibition 
on the changes in the species program of individual development. The action of 
a chromosomal rearrangement in a heterozygote is explainable by a spatial se-
paration of homologous ontogenes. The already known mechanism underlying 
the effect of double-strand RNAi may be an indirect confirmation for the feasi-
bility of hypothesized duplex nature of the ontogene product. 

4.1.9. Ontogenes Are Arranged into Multigene Families 
The existence of a dominant lethal mutation as a real laboratory culture is possi-
ble only if the mutant gene in the genome is at least repeated. Let us illustrate 
this as a figure (Figure 4). As is evident, the activity is transmitted from one 
gene (lower square) to another (upper square) via a regulatory chain, which in-
cludes a regulatory gene (circle). The regulatory function is duplicated. It can be 
implemented by either gene 1 or gene 2 (two genes is the minimal composition 
of a multigene family). One of the two genes (variants (a) or (b)) works in a par-
ticular organism. If working gene 1 (variant (a)) is mutated (variant (c)), the in-
dividual will die. If inactive gene 1 is mutated (variant (b)), the individual retains 
viability despite the presence of mutation (variant (d)). Thus, a damage of the 
active ontogene means emergence of a dominant lethal mutation and death of 
the zygote, while a damage of the inactive ontogene allows mutation to remain 
in a latent state in the status of a conditional mutation. 
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Figure 4. Scheme of the regulation of structural genes by regulatory genes (ontogenes). 
Two structural genes (upper and lower squares) are connected by a regulatory link. The 
lower structural gene activates the upper structural gene with the help of a regulatory 
gene (circle), which has two copies, 1 and 2. In the norm, copy 1 (variant (a)) is active in 
one genotype and copy 2 (variant), in the other. A regulatory event in the norm takes 
place independently of the number of active copy. In the presence of mutation in regula-
tory gene (variants (c) and (d)), the outcome depends on whether the mutation affected 
the active or inactive copy. Variant c shows mutation in active copy 1. A regulatory event 
does not take place (upper square is empty). Variant (d) shows mutation in inactive copy 
2. The regulatory event takes place. Small circles denote hypothetical products formed on 
the mutant gene but lost their regulatory value. 

 
Activation of one or another gene from the cluster depends on genotypic con-

ditions, such as chromosomal rearrangement in the genome, sex of an individu-
al, and specific features of the partner genome in cross [18]. The presence of the 
genes providing multiple duplication of the regulatory event provides for the 
constancy of a particular regulation type. Mutation will either destroy the overall 
organism together with the corresponding mutation or will allow the organism 
to live and utilize the corresponding old and validated program. In the proposed 
scheme, mutation of regulatory genes is not prohibited, prohibited are any 
changes in the functioning program of regulation. This is the particular condi-
tion that guarantees the constancy of living forms. 

It is also evident from Figure 4 that the constancy of an organism within the 
species does not exclude the potential for changes. In the presence of a mutation, 
the old regulatory scheme can continue its function at the expense of collateral 
mechanisms. While they provide the regulation, a new regulatory program can 
establish in a hidden manner instead of the local functional chaos caused by the 
presence of mutation. On completion of a session of trials and errors, the lethal 
outcome caused by mutation can be replaced by a new viable state [20] [21] [22]. 
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4.2. General Pattern of the Genetic System Department That  
Controls the Course of Individual Development 

The fact that there exist the DNA regions (genes) determining the characters of 
the living organism forms the basis of the modern genetics. If a progeny inherits 
a particular DNA region from its parent, the corresponding character appears in 
this individual; if not, the character does not form. The procedure typical of re-
covery of the conventional mutations was used when dealing with conditional 
mutations: the conditional mutations were put in culture using a standard me-
thod; however, the corresponding DNA damages fundamentally differ from the 
classical genes in their manifestation. 

The first distinction consists in the mode of manifestation of the mutant cha-
racter. The presence of mutation in a parent is sufficient for mutation manifesta-
tion in the offspring (parental effect). A basic principle of the classical genet-
ics—“where there is the gene, there is the phene”—is not met. The classical ge-
netics also describes the inheritance that follows a parental pattern [38] [39]; 
however, the mutant characters inherited in a parental manner are rather few in 
collections of mutations. In our collection of conditional mutations, approach-
ing a hundred of items, the parental type of inheritance of mutant character is 
the rule. 

The second distinction refers to the form of parental effect. As a rule, the pa-
rental effect appears as a maternal effect [38]. As for the conditional mutations, 
the presence of both maternal and paternal types of the parental effect is charac-
teristic of them [29]. Moreover, both types can be simultaneously present for the 
same conditional mutation. The maternal effect is determined by cytoplasmic 
inheritance [39], in particular, cytoplasmic inheritance of mRNA templates [40] 
[41] [42] [43] [44]. Here, we specially focus on the paternal type of parental ef-
fect in conditional mutations. Existence of the paternal form of parental effect 
means that the genetic system in its function (in addition to a standard trans-
mission of DNA template) utilizes a certain mechanism of genetic information 
transmission not associated with the cytoplasm. As is known, the sperm cell cy-
toplasm is not included into the zygote. Moreover, the parental inheritance of 
morphoses concurrently in maternal and paternal forms suggests that the ma-
ternal inheritance in certain cases is not associated with the cytoplasm. 

The third distinction is again related to the form in manifestation of condi-
tional mutations. The mutations are referred to as “conditional” according to the 
method used for their detection. The mutation reveals itself under conditions of 
a certain genotype, being concealed under conditions of another genotype. 
However, this is true only for the property of dominant lethality. The fact that a 
mutant individual has survived by no means suggests that this individual is 
normal. The survived mutation carriers display a set of deviations from the 
norm. First and foremost, this concerns the fertility of mutants. The fertility is 
drastically decreased and most sensitive to the changes in the genome. Condi-
tional mutations are entitled to be termed “the mutations with variable fertility”. 
The conditionality of mutations in the majority of cases is just a qualitative test 
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for a drastic decrease in fertility. This test detects a complete absence of a certain 
class in the offspring in a certain type of cross. 

The death of zygotes in a cross, be it solitary or massive, accompanies any 
crosses in living nature. A genetic understanding of this phenomenon was ab-
sent for a long time despite its biological significance. However, conditional 
mutations allow for explanation of this phenomenon with the specific features in 
the function of regulatory genes (ontogenes). 

The fourth distinction consists in a clear dependence in the manifestation of 
an ontogene on the spatial factor. As is known, a classical gene can be trans-
ferred to any distance from its original site without any noticeable loss in its 
function (manifestation). As it has emerged, the chromosomal rearrangements 
alone also decrease the fertility according to a parental type. The spatial factor, 
which is so necessary for the function of a living system from theoretical consid-
erations, asserts itself in full force by the example of ontogenes. 

Our results and their consideration suggest two important conclusions. First, 
along with the known genetic system providing the syntheses of proteins, fats, 
and carbohydrates intended for construction of a living organism and its func-
tion, there is the system providing genetic regulation of these syntheses. The lat-
ter system utilizes the same genetic template, DNA, and also works according to 
the principle of discreteness (ontogenes) but its final product is short RNAs ra-
ther than polypeptides. It is likely that this part of genome is larger than the 
former one and is able to solve the basic problems of designing the ontogenesis, 
providing for genetic similarity, and systems-based nature of all living organ-
isms, etc., as was stated in the Introduction. This particular system with its spe-
cific features forms the background for the phenomenology of epigenetics. It is 
most likely that short RNAs are involved in the regulation; although the events 
that take place after formation of the RNA duplex are yet to be studied. 

Second, the specific features in manifestation of the elements constituting this 
system (ontogenes) that have been discovered so far allow for understanding 
why this system for a long time escaped the focus of genetic research. Genetic 
mutations, the major tool and for a long time span the only tool of experimental 
genetics, are poorly suitable for the research into the regulatory part of the ge-
nome because of lethality of the mutations in regulatory genes. Genetics had to 
come a long way until circumventing this difficulty. A “present” of nature itself 
has emerged to be fundamentally important. It appeared that the regulatory sys-
tem works in the way that “lethal mutations are not always lethal”. 

The known mutation Curly allows for an illustration of the ontogene and its 
differences from a classical gene. This mutation is linked with the inversion 
In(2LR)Cy. As is evident from the obtained data, Curly combines the features of 
a classical gene mutation and an ontogene mutation. Its visible manifestation 
(curled wings) is the manifestation of a classical gene mutation. Every individual 
that receives In(2LR)Cy has the curly wings phenotype, independently of having 
received it from a father or a mother. The individuals that have not received 
In(2LR)Cy display no curly wings. However, Curly as an ontogene mutation 
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changes fertility of its carrier, decreasing or increasing it (Table 2), changes the 
ratio of classes in the offspring (Table 2); and interacts with other conditional 
mutations. These manifestations of Curly are inherited in a parental manner, 
and the connection with inheritance of the In(2LR)Cy inversion is lost. A clas-
sical type of inheritance (“where there is gene, there is phene”) demonstrates 
gene activity in the soma. A parental type of inheritance suggests the activity of a 
gene (in this case, ontogene) in germline cells. 

The detection of ontogenes makes it possible to monitor the work of the regu-
latory system of the genome at the level of a whole organism, paying attention to 
fertility, development of morphoses and modifications, overall genome instabil-
ity, and energy metabolism. The research into conditional mutations as a tool for 
studying ontogenes will give the insight into the pattern of damages in the main 
part of genomic DNA and expand our knowledge about the mutational variation 
of the organism as suggested by the classical genetics. The role of genetic 
processes in germline cells drastically increases. It cannot now be reduced to the 
meiotic reduction in ploidy and recombination. In each organism, the genetic 
program of individual development in part of its regulatory elements is checked 
and adjusted during the maturation of gametes. 
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